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Electeolytic I'KoDrcTioN (F Selexic Actd from
Lead Selenate,

F. C.

Mathers.

Meutzer* has shown that the electrolysis of a solutiou of copper
enate results in
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In the experiments that are described in this paper,

fore electrolysis.
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sel-

deposition of metallic copper upon the cathode and
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was very high

ceeded and

at

first,
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best with low current density at the cathode,

hot solution, and a large quantity of lead selenate upon the cathode, and

decreased by the addition of powdered lead to the lead selenate.

An

in-

crease in the volume of the solution or the use of a mercury cathode were

without

effect.

The current

yields were quite low

about 12%.
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The per

cent,

yield of selenic acid

from the lead seleuate was best

with room temperature, thin layers of lead selenate upon the cathode, and
occasional stirring.

0.3

gm. of lead selenate when electrolysed with a cur-

rent density of 0.3 amperes per sq. dec. gave a yield of 95.4% of the theoretical value.

Under the same conditions 3 gms. of lead selenate gave a

yield of 78.3%.
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